Guiding your international development

Global Compliance and Reporting Solutions (GCRS)
An international control of your finance, tax, reporting, consolidation and payroll activities

The challenges you face today

You are no doubt facing increasingly complex and constantly changing regulatory obligations,
You need to concentrate your internal resources on the development of your activities, while securing the financial management of your operations,
Your organization is fragmented with many different points of contact,
Your financial information is not standardized and requires reviews and restatements to meet your “group” rules and reporting needs,
You wish to benefit from shared services in order to optimize your costs on the entire value chain: finance, tax, consolidation, reporting and payroll.

Grant Thornton offers you an integrated service to meet all these challenges:

GCRS (Global Compliance and Reporting Solutions) is a bespoke offer which allows us to support companies in their international development. Our offer is adaptable so we may assist and work with companies at their own pace.

This offer is based on three pillars:
- An international coordination team with a single point of contact (SPOC),
- A shared processing of your operations through our shared service centres,
- A tool-based offer that allows you to coordinate your finance, tax, consolidation, reporting and payroll activities.
We are able to activate experts and specific tools at each and every stage of your needs providing you with a turnkey solution:

**An international coordination team**
Providing essential expertise and skills, strong governance, and a single point of contact (or SPOC) to manage your activities abroad.

**A tool-based offer**
The tools we offer will allow you to coordinate work on a global level and cover the entire value chain, from everyday transactional activities to the most complex operations. One of the tools included in our offer is Impulse, a web-based platform created by Grant Thornton which can manage both your deliverables and exchanges giving you access to global data and the ability to monitor the progress of reporting and compliance work.

**Shared Service Centres (SSC)**
For bringing together and sharing the processing of your operations and the establishment of your various reporting obligations: management, consolidation, CSR, HR.
A tool-based offer

Market-leading tools such as Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP, Payzaar, Yooz, Insight Software (Viareport) and Impulse by Grant Thornton are used by us to support and perform these operations. Our teams are constantly on the lookout to select the most efficient and adapted tools. We can equally work with your own solutions when these are specified in the project.

3 pillars

to support you in the management of your finance, tax, consolidation, reporting and payroll activities on an international scale, whether you are based in Europe or elsewhere.
An agile methodology to identify each of your specific needs and provide the best solutions
Our strengths

- The ability to meet your global expectations while working from France thanks to our 800 employees working in Grant Thornton’s Shared Services Centres be they on-shore, near-shore or off-shore,
- Our ecosystem of solutions which uses high-performance technological tools (RPA, data analytics, dematerialisation, etc.),
- The assurance of a high quality of your deliverables with an ISAE 3402 certification of both our accounting processes and internal control procedures,
- The governance of your activities with the production of precise and reliable performance indicators (SLA) all piloted by a steering committee,
- Our international and multicultural team which together can speak more than 15 different languages,
- Our leading and strong international network integrated in more than 130 countries,
- Our proven experience in managing international projects.

Customer testimonials

- «Grant Thornton IBAS team have been very supportive and reliable, and have provided a great support in the coordination of a global project. They saved us a lot of time and helped us to reach our internal goals with in the deadlines.»
- «The international service is definitely helping Grant Thornton to provide better quality services to your customers.»
- «The international coordination services has simplified the exchanging and tracking of information. We now have a global overview of all the processes and we are assured that all tasks are accomplished on time.»
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